Happy, Monday! 10/30/17

DIRECTIONS

1. Come in QUIETLY and make sure you have ALL of your materials
2. Write your homework for tonight
3. Get out your Mysteries of the Nile sheet from Thursday
4. Start a new warm-up sheet for this week

WARM-UP

1. What is Dia de los Muertos?
Tuesday, 10/31/17

NO SCHOOL TODAY!! HAPPY HALLOWEEN
Happy Wednesday (1st day of Q2!) 11/1/17

DIRECTIONS

1. Come in QUIETLY and make sure you have ALL of your materials
2. Write your homework for tonight
3. Get your new TOC, Intro to Religion BrainPop (#4) and Ancient Religion Chart (#5) from the computer cart

WARM-UP

1. What is Religion?
Happy, Thursday! 11/2/17

DIRECTIONS

1. Come in QUIETLY and make sure you have ALL of your materials
2. Write your homework for tonight
3. Get the Mesopotamian RSQC2 (#6) from the cart

WARM-UP

1. What does polytheism mean?
Happy Friday, 11/3/17

DIRECTIONS

1. Come in QUIETLY and make sure you have ALL of your materials
2. Write your homework for tonight
3. Get the Greek and Roman Religion (#7) sheet from the cart

WARM-UP

1. What does monotheism mean?